Abstract Sixteen nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy lipoprotein measurements of more than 1,000 subjects of GOLDN study, at fasting and at 3.5 and 6 h after a postprandial fat (PPL) challenge at visits 2 and 4, before and after a 3 weeks Fenofibrate (FF) treatment, were included in 6 time-independent multivariate factor analyses. Their top 1,541 unique SNPs were assessed for association with GOLDN NMR-particles and classical lipids. Several SNPs with -log 10 p [ 7.3 and MAF C 0.10, mostly intergenic associated with NMR-single traits near genes FAM84B (8q24.21), CRIPT (2p21), ACOXL (2q13), BCL2L11 (2q13), PCDH10 (4q28.3), NXPH1 (7p22), and SLC24A4 (14q32.12) in association with NMR-LDLs;
classical lipids and 18 % overlapped, and 16 % matched for time of discovery between NMR-and classical traits. Five proxy genes, (ACOXL, FAM84B, NXPH1, STK40 and VAPA) showed pleiotropic effects. While tagged for significant associations in our study and with some extra evidence from the literature, candidates as CBNL4, FAM84B, NXPH1, SLC24A4 remain unclear for their functional relation to lipid metabolism. Although GOLDN study is one of the largest in studying PPL and FF treatment effects, the relatively small samples (over 700-1,000 subjects) in association tests appeals for a replication of such a study. Thus, further investigation is needed.
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Introduction
Traditional lipid measurements, including low-and high density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDLC, HDLC), triglycerides (TAG) and total cholesterol (TC) are used to guide preventive therapy [1, 2] . Nevertheless, better understanding of atherogenic particles and their role in disease development might deliver improved treatment as well as prediction. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy can be used to measure lipoprotein particles at various sizes, with the hope of conveying such improved understanding [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Lipoprotein particle concentrations within specified size subfractions may provide useful information beyond traditional lipid measurements [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The GOLDN (Genetics of Lipid Lowering Drugs and Diet Network) study considered NMR measurements of the lipoprotein subfraction concentration at 6 time points. Blood was obtained while fasting and at 3.5 and 6 h after an oral lipid challenge. The pre-and post-prandial lipids were measured both before and after 3 weeks Fenofibrate (FF) treatment (Supplemental Fig. 1 ). This report expands on our previous findings with candidate SNPs [15, 16] , on quantified lipid profiles changes by way of NMR particle sizes and concentrations as well as classical lipids to a large array of ''hybrid'' genotypes in 2,543,887 SNPs of GOLDN participants.
Methods

Sampled Population
Approximately 200 families were recruited from the Minnesota and Utah field centers of the Family Heart Study. The numbers of participants at each of the timepoints vary and are reported in the Supplemental Table 1 . The GOLDN study examined metabolic responses of an oral fat challenge prior to and after 3 weeks of oral FF therapy. The oral fat (PPL) challenge consisted of a cream shake prepared according to the protocol of Patsch et al. [17] . Details of the shake are provided in Tsai et al. [18] . The drug prescribed as open-label to all participants at visit 2 was micronized Fenofibrate 160 mg pill once daily for 3 weeks period (Supplemental Fig. 1 ). The study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of each institution and informed consent was received from all GOLDN participants.
NMR-and Classical Lipid Fractions
Sixteen NMR lipid particle concentrations and size measurements were produced by the following procedure. Fasting blood samples for lipoprotein analysis were collected in EDTA-containing tubes. The fasting, 3.5, and 6 h postprandial blood samples were centrifuged within 20 min of collection at 2,000g for 15 min at 4°C. Plasma samples were stored at 4°C, and all analyses were performed within 4 days of collection. NMR lipid fractions were measured by proton NMR spectroscopy on non-fractionated plasma (Liposcience). This method quantified particle concentration by converting the characteristic signal amplitude generated by the methyl group NMR signal of each lipoprotein subclass particle [19] .
Very low density lipoprotein (VLDL) were represented by 5 types of measurements: mean VLDL particle size (nm), and concentrations of small, medium, large, and total VLDL all expressed in mg/dl. For low density lipoprotein (LDL) 4 measurements were assessed: mean LDL size (nm), and concentrations of small, large and total LDL expressed in mg/dl. Concentrations of chylomicrons (CHYL, mg/dl) and intermediate density lipoproteins (IDL) (mg/dl) were also provided. For high density lipoprotein (HDL) 5 measurements were analyzed: mean HDL size (nm), and concentrations of small, medium, large, and total HDL expressed in mg/dl.
For this study we examined 16 NMR lipoprotein measurements and classical lipids at visits 2 and 4 (before and after FF treatment) for blood drawn at fasting and at 3.5 and 6 h after dietary fat challenge, labeled respectively with visit and blood draw as v2d1, v2d2, v2d3 and v4d1, v4d2 and v4d3. They correspond to 6 time points studied, (NMR, 16 Â 6 þ TAG Â 6 þ HDLC Â 2 þ LDLC Â 2) for a total of 106 trait measurements.
Genotyping
The original genotype data were produced using the Affymetrix 6.0 platform. The genotypes were QC-d in families and any Mendelian errors were set to missing. Based on the cleaned original genotypes of tag SNPs for a LD with r 2 = 0.8, 10 principal components were produced using EIGENSTRAT software. These 10 PCs were used as covariates in the association tests models for accounting any population stratification. Finally, the clean original genotyped data were recoded to an additive model as 0, 1 and 2. To increase the number of SNPs for testing to 2,543,887 SNPs in this study we employed imputations of additional markers compared to original genotypes, based on a reference panel of phased haplotypes of CEPH subjects from HapMap (release 22, build 36). From a total of 718,542 original genotyped autosomal SNPs in GOLDN, we used 584,063 SNPs in the imputation after filtering out SNPs for Hardy-Weinberg p value \1e-6, SNPs with minor allele frequency (MAF) \1 % and SNPs that were not present in HapMap. The imputations were performed by using MACH software, v. 1.0.16. Then the imputed data were overwritten with the clean original (genotyped) dosage data, in the locations where SNPs matched. This process produced a ''hybrid'' dosage data (a combined genotyped and imputed genetic data) with a total of 2,543,887 SNPs for autosomal chromosomes.
Factor Scores, Single Traits Data Preparation and Statistical Analysis All variables were checked and, where necessary, transformations were performed to render them with a normal distribution. For example, classical HDLC and TAG were natural log transformed. Of NMR-fractions Total, Large, and Size of VLDL, Total HDL, CHYL were log transformed; Large LDL, Small and Medium HDL, and Small VLDL were square root transformed; IDL was BLOM transformed; and power transformations (based on Box-Cox maximum likelihood estimation) were applied to Large and Medium HDL (a power coefficient of 0.37), and for Medium VLDL (a power coefficient of 0.34). Each trait was adjusted for a polynomial trend for age, age 2 and age 3 within gender by the use of a stepwise regression analysis. Residuals from the stepwise regression for each NMR-trait with a normal distribution N(0,1) were included (arrangement by time-points) in multivariate factor analyses. Factor scores were produced using the procedure FACTOR with VARIMAX rotation for selecting orthogonal sets of factors, achieved with SAS 9.2 for Linux OS. The statistical formulation of factor analysis is:
where y is an observed variable i for subject j which can be expressed as a weighted composite of latent factor k scores f kj À Á for subject j weighted by the loading l ik ð Þ of variable i in latent factor k. The criteria to select factors were two, the factor model had to be significant (p \ 0.05), and at least two traits contributed significantly in a factor (with a loading coefficient C0.4 each). Because the NMR-traits were standardized in advance, their loading coefficients represent correlation coefficients of NMR-traits to factor scores. The number of factors accepted for a model was four because of the above two criteria, and a summary of those contributions for each time-point is provided in Supplemental Figs. 2-7. The factor scores were utilized as response variables for the exploratory association tests. The same process of adjustments was implemented also for each single classical lipid trait. After exploring genome wide factor score discoveries, the adjusted single NMR-fractions and also single classical lipid measurements were used as response variables to test only the top selected associations.
The association tests among GOLDN SNPs and traits followed these steps. Factor scores (4 at each time point) were tested for association in a mixed model with each SNP genome-wide, where the SNP was included as a fixed effect. Furthermore, in the model as fixed covariates, were included sex and 10 PCs produced by Eigenstrat, the last ones with the purpose of correcting for any population stratification. To account for the correlation/similarity among members of the same family, we introduced a random effect in the mixed model by using the following statement: repeated/subject=pedid type=un, where pedid represents a familial unique pedigree id membership assigned to members of each family. In the MIXED PROCEDURE of SAS subject= is a keyword for identifying the repeated units. The repeated statement is used to specify the random covariance R matrix in the mixed model for the e term. This statement produces blocks with repeated levels (subjects within a pedigree) for each pedigree by specifying the covariance structure of the familial observations. If no repeated statement was specified then the R matrix would be equal to r 2 I (one general random error for all data), without accounting for familial relationships. While subject=defines the blocks of R, the type=unstructured specifies the structure of these blocks, in this case dependent on the GOLDN data. In summary, the linear mixed effects (LME) model is given by:
where Y is an m observation of a variable (a latent factor, or an original NMR-trait or a classical lipid measure) (m 9 1) vector serving as a response; X is an m 9 p design matrix of the fixed effects with column vectors for the intercept, followed by SNP, sex and 10 PCs; B is the parameter p 9 1 vector of fixed effects, where p is the number of parameters fit in the model (an intercept ? SNP effect ? sex ? 10 PCs, forming a total of 13 parameters fit in the model); Z is an m 9 q incidence matrix of random effects, and U is a q 9 1 vector of random effects with E(U) = 0, and covariance matrix G; e is an m 9 1 vector of random effects with E(e) = 0 and covariance matrix R. Because of unequal variances the Kenward-Roger approximation for degrees of freedom for the reference distribution was used by defining the option ddfm=KR in the SAS MIXED procedure [20] . A SNP' additive genetic effect was tested to determine whether it was significantly different from zero. The same statistical model for association testing was implemented for top SNPs only, when tested for their association to NMR-single traits (corresponding to those contributing to a factor) and to single trait classical lipids.
The residuals from covariate adjustment stepwise regression for all single NMR-traits and for each classical lipids at a time-point were tested individually with only the best unique selected SNPs (one per genes/ intergenic) sourced from the association tests with factor scores with a -log 10 p [ 6. Finally, although in tables reported are results with -log 10 p [ 6, significant associations were considered only the ones that passed a threshold -log 10 p [ 7.3 which corresponds to a p value \5 9 10 -8 .
Results
The participants in the GOLDN study had a mean age of 48 (±16) years, a body mass index mean of 28-29 (±6) kg/m 2 among visits and a fasting glucose mean of 101 (±19) mg/dl. At different time points NMR-TAG and VLDL particularly, show modifications reflecting effects of FF and PPL challenge (Supplemental Table 1 ). The GOLDN NMR measurements correlated well with classical ultra-centrifugation lipid measurements. NMR-VLDL 9 classical TAG displayed correlations ranging from 0.7 to 1.0; NMR-LDL 9 classical LDL from 0.7 to 0.9; and NMR-HDL 9 classical HDL from 0.7-0.9. Such concordance was also identified in advance in a pilot sample of 78 subjects of the GOLDN study by Tsai et al. [18] . [21] . This leads us to believe that GOLDN-measured NMRs are probably noisier than classical lipids, otherwise NMRs capture more individual variability of the lipid fractions than commonality, which is not accounted in full by clusters of latent factors. The GOLDN NMR factor scores were tested for association with all SNPs available genome-wide (for space limitation results not shown). The results of factor score associations with SNPs were utilized as a preliminary screening of the most important SNPs in relation to NMRlipoprotein variables. Of these tests of 2,543,887 SNPs with factor scores, only 1,541 unique SNPs of all times and all factor associations were selected as top SNPs (unique one per gene/ intergenic with a threshold -log 10 p [ 6). Because factor scores per se as phenotypes represent compound contributions of several NMR-single traits, the next step applied, was to test the association of 16 NMRsingle lipoproteins and the LDLC, HDLC and TAG classical lipids with this reduced list of 1,541 unique SNPs.
NMR-LDL Traits (Supplemental Tables 2-5)
Among the top selected variants in association with NMRTotal LDL were rs13406427 (MAF = 0.27) near CRIPT gene (2p21), with a significant association at v2d1 (-log 10 p = 7.27), v2d3 (-log 10 p = 7.92) and less significant at v2d2 (-log 10 p = 6.81); rs350961 (MAF = 0.17) near PCDH10 (4q28.3) with -log 10 p = 8.37 at v2d1, 6.21 at v2d2, 6.45 at v2d3, and 6.73 at v4d1; rs7842598 (MAF = 0.40) near FAM84B (8q24.21) with -log 10 p = 8.33 at v2d1, 6.36 at v4d1, and rs6987948 with -log 10 p = 7.61 at v2d2 and 7.06 at v2d3; rs1108161 (MAF = 0.12) an intron of SLC24A4 (14q32.12) showed associations after FF treatment at times v4d1 (-log 10 p = 9.72), v4d2 (-log 10 p = 9.89) and at v4d3 (-log 10 p = 9.68). A few other associations were also of interest, rs13116085 (MAF = 0.49) an intron of UNC5C (4q21-23) with -log 10 p = 9.4 at v4d1 and relatively weaker associations at v2d1, v2d2, v2d3; and rs4415681 (MAF = 0.13) near ADARB2 (10p15.3) with highest -log 10 p = 7.25 at v2d2 and weaker at times v2d1, v2d3. NMR-Large LDL captured rs1837369 (MAF = 0.48) an intron of ACOXL (2q13) with a -log 10 p = 7.87 at v2d3 and rs2241842 (MAF = 0.50) an intron of BCL2L11 (2q13) also at v2d3, and rs701078 (MAF = 0.13) near NCOR2 (12q24) with -log 10 p = 7.73 at v3d3. In contrast, NMR-Small LDL and NMR-LDL Size among others captured significant associations with rs10952132 (MAF = 0.20) near NXPH1 (7p22) at times v2d1 and v2d3, respectively with -log 10 p = 7.61, 7.47 and -log 10 p = 9.05, 8.3. Tables 6-10 
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of NELL1 (11p15.1) with -log 10 p = 8.85 at v2d3 with NMR-HDL Size and 7.14 with NMR-Large HDL; rs380337 (MAF = 48 %) near RUNX3 (1p36) with -log 10 p = 8.98, 8.24, and 6.84 in visit 2 with NMR-HDL Size.
NMR-VLDL Traits (Supplemental Tables 11-15)
Several SNPs associated significantly with NMR-Total VLDL including rs212600 (MAF = (-log 10 p = 7.41). The SNPs with gene proxies NELL1 (-log 10 p = 8.64), STXBP6 (-log 10 p = 8.41), and CBLN4 (-log 10 p = 7.96) replicated at v4d3 for NMRLarge VLDL and for NMR-Medium VLDL the SNPs with gene proxies GPR133 at v2d2 and v2d3 respectively with -log 10 p = 8.62 and -log 10 p = 8.23; SLC8A1 at v4d1 (-log 10 p = 7.81); DEFB119 (-log 10 p = 8.23) and DEFB123 (-log 10 p = 8.09) at v4d3. The NMR-Small VLDL captured one significant association for rs6470475 (MAF = 0.42) near FAM84B (-log 10 p = 7.60), whereas for NMR-VLDL size rs11902417 (MAF = 0.24) near APOB (2p24-p23) showed significance at v2d1 (-log 10 p = 7.01), at v2d3 (-log 10 p = 7.63), at v4d3 (-log 10 p = 7.09), and rs6061612 (MAF = 22) an intron of CDH4 (-log 10 p = 7.77). Table 16) A few SNPs showed significant associations with NMR-IDL, rs11578216 (MAF = 0.20) a utr-variant of RHOU (1q42.11-q42.3, -log 10 p = 7.44) at v2d1; rs12874914 (MAF = 0.24) near LOC100652869 (-log 10 p = 7.59) and rs1182524 (MAF = 0.08) an intron of PHACTR3 (20q13.32-q13.33, -log 10 p = 7.01) at v2d2; and rs10023694 (MAF = 0.25) an intron of MARCH1 (4q32.2, -log 10 p = 7.95) at v4d1. Table 17) Five SNPs, rs7787327 (MAF = 0.07, -log 10 p = 7.09) and rs7189621 (MAF = 0.42, -log 10 p = 7.21) respectively near genes GLI3 (7p13) and CDH8 (16q22.1) at v4d2; and rs4640436 (MAF = MAF = 0.33, -log 10 p = 7.55), rs6573406 (MAF = 0.06, -log 10 p = 7.16), rs8015534 (MAF = 0.09, -log 10 p = 7.49) respectively near genes HAAO (2p21), SYT16 (14q23.2) and C14orf177 (14q32.2) associated with CHYL.
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Classical Lipids Single-Trait Association Test Results
Next, the same list of 1,541 selected unique SNPs (the best per/near gene) extracted from GWAS with factor scores, were tested also for associations with classical ultra-centrifuged lipids single-traits. Results for TAG, LDLC and HDLC are shown respectively in Supplemental Tables 18,  19 and 20. A number of SNPs exhibited significant associations with classical TAG, rs212600 near CBLN4 (-log 10 p = 7.68, v2d2, 8.16, v2d3 and 8.19, v4d2); rs7980440 near GPR133 (-log 10 p = 8.53, v2d3); rs12069549 an intron of NR5A2 (-log 10 p = 7.38, v4d2); rs1955851 near STXBP6, (-log 10 p = 8.40, v4d2 and 7.97 at v4d3); rs10179753 near SLC8A1 (-log 10 p = 7.80, v4d3) and rs12479885 near DEFB119 and rs17328705 near DEF123 respectively with -log 10 p = 7.40 and 7.26 both at v4d3.
The classical HDLC was measured only at two time points, v2d1 and v4d1. Several SNPs showed association with classical HDLC including rs3007220 an intron of STK40 (-log 10 p = 7.45 and 6.37); rs12478869 an intron of VSNL1 (-log 10 p = 8.47 and 6.71); rs6831020 near KIT (-log 10 p = 8.38 and 7.16); rs736201 near HOMER1 (-log 10 p = 7.42 and 6.80); rs9922666 an intron of QPRT (-log 10 p = 7.83 and 7.71); rs173539 near CETP (-log 10 p = 8.47 and 8.00); and rs9937660 an intron of NECAB2 (-log 10 p = 7.99 and 7.69).
Also classical LDLC was measured at baseline time points, v2d1 and v4d1. Among significant associations were rs350961 near PCDH10 (-log 10 p = 7.52) and rs7842598 near FAM84B (-log 10 p = 7.96) at v2d1; and rs10179753 near SLC8A1 (-log 10 p = 7.02), rs1108161 an intron of SLC24A4 at v4d1.
Discussion
The GOLDN Study is one of the largest of its kind studying a two arm treatment, uptake and clearance of PPL and FF effects. As the first step we chose to analyze the NMR data cross-sectionally, which produced snapshots at 6 time points of NMR traits associated with DNA variants/genes. Other colleagues of the GOLDN study are studying slopes of uptake and clearance and the area under the curve. Although the results of our study are compelling, because of the relatively small sample size available in the association tests (more than 700 to 1,000 subjects analyzed), a need for replication is warranted. Following the discussion we provide several examples where our findings replicate previous reported findings, as well as underline some interesting findings with less or missing prior evidence.
Factor scores of association test results were explored for reducing the number of tests at each time-point, from 16 NMR-lipoprotein single traits and 3 classical lipid measurements to only 4 composite factor scores, thus protecting against random false results genome-wide. Based on a -log 10 p [ 6, only 1,541 unique SNPs (the best per gene/intergenic) were selected for further testing with NMR-lipoprotein single traits and classical lipid measurements. Of these, 67 single unique significant SNP-NMR single traits showed significant associations at the PPL uptake/clearance, 20 at baseline and 11 at baseline and uptake/clearance of fat. By design (see Supplemental Fig. 1 ) there is a double chance to have uptake/clearance findings compared to baseline. Yet, half the number of uptake/clearance significant findings (67/2) were higher than the one at baseline. These differences, quite possibly, reflect differential genetic individual responses on PPL and FF treatments. For example, the significant overlap (NMR-single traits vs. classical lipids) findings for GPR133, MAFB, and STK40 represent associations mainly responding to PPL treatment. In contrast, several associations were deemed significant after the PPL and FF treatments (CBLN4, DEFB119, DEFB123, NECAB2, NR3A2, SLC24A4 and STXBP6) and only two at baseline after the FF treatment (PLXDC2 and SLC8A1). Of the overlapping results between NMR-single traits and classical lipids, the following proxy genes CACNG3, EEPD1, KIT, FAM84B, PCDH10, QPRT, and VSNL1 were tagged with significant SNP associations at the baseline. In these findings there are a number of new interesting gene discoveries. For example, the rs6987948 (MAF = 0.38) near FAM84B showed significant associations with NMR-Total LDL in v2d2 and v2d3 (Supplemental Table 2 ) and rs6470475 (MAF = 0.42) in v2d1 with NMR-Small VLDL (Supplemental Table 14 ). Variants near FAM84B gene represent new findings to lipid metabolism, which for GOLDN data do not remain significant after FF treatment. Recent information in the dbGAP Association Viewer (Supplemental Table 21 ) shows two SNPs, rs4345522 and rs2385686 intergenic to FAM84B, associated with heart failure (-log 10 p = 3.28) and myocardial infarction (-log 10 p = 4.2). About 1.3 Mbps near the above findings, rs11987875 near TRIB1 gene shows similar patterns of significance with NMR-Total LDL. Deliberately, we did not mention this SNP in the results because it represents an MAF of 0.01. Very close to this variant, rs2001945 associates with TAG (-log 10 p = 20) [22] , rs2954021 with LDLC (-log 10 p = 7) [23] and with TAG 9 HDLC (-log 10 p = 8.1) [24] , rs17321515 with TAG (-log 10 p = 16.4) [25] . In mice, TRIB1 is reported as a regulator of hepatic lipogenesis and VLDL production and associated with myocardial infarction [26] . Thus, variants neighboring FAM84B yield evidence of pleiotropic effects to lipid fractions and are influenced by FF treatment.
Factor scores served also in discovering pleiotropic effects, by combining in a factor the correlated NMR-single traits. Seven proxy genes showed pleiotropic effects based on NMR traits, ACOXL for large LDL and HDLsize; BCL2L11 for large LDL and total VLDL; FAM84B for total LDL and small VLDL; NELL1 for large HDL, HDL size and large VLDL; NXPH1 for small LDL, LDL size, large HDL, and HDL size; STK40 for large LDL and large HDL; and VAPA for total HDL and total VLDL. Although ACOXL (acyl-Coenzyme A oxidase-like) does not have any publication for its association with lipids, GO terms connect it with fatty-acid beta oxidation, a process of energy production. Moreover, rs2015454 of the same gene showed a -log 10 p of 3.6 in association with myocardial infarction (dbGaP Viewer results). In contrast, NELL1 has associated with LDLC (-log 10 p = 4.5) [27] and VAPA with HDLC with a -log 10 p = 4.5 [27] . A special case is represented by NXPH1 associated with LDLC, HDLC and TAG [27] , and protein quantitative trait loci [28] , T2D [29] , CRP [30] and blood pressure (Supplemental Table 21 ). Although it is known that Neurexophilin forms a tight complex with alpha neurexins that promote adhesion between dendrites and axons, there is not yet biological information that connects NXPH1 and lipids.
Different from several variants that associated with VLDL particles at baseline, the rs6069250 (MAF = 0.15) displayed significant association near CBLN4, contributing more importantly in the uptake of lipid particles. Cerebellin is found mainly in the adrenal medulla, where it has been shown to have a neuromodulatory function. Another finding with similar association trend to lipid uptake was rs7980440 (MAF = 0.46) near GPR133. GPR133 has been reported for its association with electrocardiography measurements [31] . At least three variants associated with VLDL particles during the lipid clearance, rs4640436 near HAAO, rs4244549 an intron of NELL1 at v4d3, and rs1955851 near STXBP6 showed most of the significant associations with NMR-Total VLDL during PPL challenge (v4d2 and v4d3). Another important finding was association of rs11902417 near APOB at v2d1, v2d3 and v4d3 with NMR-VLDL Size (Supplemental Table 15 ). This gene's product is the main apolipoprotein of chylomicrons and low density lipoproteins and is well studied to associate with HDLC, TAG and LDLC [32] .
Of course, rs173539 near CETP (16q21) and rs397923 near LIPC (15q21-q23) were quite of interest in association with HDLC and NMR-HDL particles. These SNPs have been reported already for associations with HDLC [24, 33] . However, in our study there are a number of other SNPs that tagged HOMER1, KIT, VSNL1, QPRT, SYNPR, NXPH1, NELL1 and RUNX3 distinctively associated with NMR-HDL particles.
Some of the findings replicate in a few time points. For example, the intron rs1108161 of SLC24A4 (14q32.12) a sodium/potassium/calcium exchanger associated with NMR-total LDL at v4d1, v4d2 and v4d3, and with classical LDLC at v4d1. In the vicinity of this SNP, the rs4904947 (intergenic to SLC24A4 and about 110 K distant from rs1108161) is reported to be associated with all-cause death on dialysis in a sample of African Americans with T2D and with high end-stage renal disease (n = 619, -log 10 p = 5.1) [34] . But it is not clear why lipoprotein fractions associate with an intron of solute carrier 24. Other variants were significant only at visit 4, as for example rs13001457 an intron of SLC8A1 (2p23-p22) a sodium/ calcium exchanger, that significantly associated with NMR-Medium VLDL at blood draw 1. The SLC8A1 is an important contributor in returning the cardiac myocyte to its resting state following excitation. Previous research has also shown these captivating associations between lipids and SLC8A1. For example, rs10490369 an intergenic variant of SLC8A1 is reported to associate with cholesterol (-log 10 p = 10.04) and with LDLC (-log 10 p = 8.51) to mention a few (Supplemental Table 21 ).
A gene new to the literature of associations with NMR lipoproteins was CBLN4 flanked by DOK5 and MC3R. DOK5 is a membrane protein involved in signal transduction and reported to be associated with T2D in Northern Indians [35] , and MC3R (melanocortin 3 receptor), with a probable role in the regulation of energy homeostasis, because mice deficient in this gene have increased fat mass despite decreased food intake [36, 37] . There is no clear function for CBLN4, tagged by rs212600. One can see (Supplemental Table 1 ) the effect of FF displayed as a lower level of NMR-TAG and VLDL particles in v4d1 than v2d1, and higher levels at blood draws 2 and 3, but still remaining lower at visit 4 compared to visit 2 counterparts. Especially levels of NMR-TAG and Large and Total VLDL show the trend of fat clearance at v4d3. This setting, of TAG and VLDL differences in response to FF and being at the process of clearing fat, we reason delivered the identification of such variant that may point toward a haplotype of genes (DOK5-CBLN4-MC3R) probably involved in cholesterol clearance.
One of the largest NMR studies was published by Chasman et al. (2009) [10] . They studied 17,296 subjects of Women's Genome Health Study, 12,489 of them had complied with fasting requirements. Twenty two NMRbased lipoprotein fractions and size were studied implementing an additive model in association tests with 335,603 SNPs genome-wide. Of their 43 reported significant associations, findings for APOB, LIPC, CETP, and TRIB1 overlap with our study. A number of other findings are in about a 1-12 MB distance apart. For example, our finding for BTG4 vs. their finding for the cluster of APOA1-5 (*5 MB), NCOR2 vs. HNF1A (*3 MB), TCF4 vs. LIPG (*5 MB), TTC32 vs. APOB (*1 MB), TANC1 vs. COBLL1 (*6 MB), CBLN4 vs. PLTL (*10 MB), CPNE4 vs. PCCB (*5 MB), HOMER1 vs. HMGCR (*4 MB), CDKAL1 vs. BTNL2 (*12 MB), FAM167A vs. PPP1R3B (*3 MB), and ATP6V1G1 vs. ABCA1(*10 MB). The two studies also have differences in the power of detecting new discoveries. In the time of Chasman et al. publication the WGHS had strength in the large sample (N*17,296) compared to GOLDN (N*1,000-1,300 with phenotypes depending on the visits), but GOLDN has a larger ''hybrid'' genotyping (*2,5 M SNPs) compared to WGHS (0.34 M SNPs). In addition, WGHS studied 22 NMR-measurements at baseline, whereas GOLDN studies 16 NMR-phenotypes at baseline (time 0), at uptake of PPL (3.5 h after taking the fat shake) and clearance of PPL (6 h) before (visit 2) and after FF (visit 4) treatment. These treatments create the opportunity for GOLDN study to see a larger number of associations under more differentiating response to treatment. Moreover, in the WGHS paper the analyses were performed as single trait-single SNP associations, whereas in our study a multivariate method based on factor analysis is used as a primary screen to identify the most important associations. At least two are advantages of factor analysis Table 1 A summary of significant NMR-single traits and classical lipids SNPs associations tagging proxy genes, with details analogous to the ones produced in Supplemental Tables 2-20 in this case, (a) it reduces the number of test-comparisons out of 16 traits per time point to only 4 latent factors in the primary screening and after it we test only the top significant SNPs with the corresponding original traits that contribute to a particular factor (see Supplemental Figs. 2-7 and Methods); (b) A latent NMR-factor is a stronger summary of a number of correlated contributing variables than a single NMR-trait, which helps also discovering gene pleiotropic effects. As a result, out of these comparisons a number of differences remain, but also 35 % of the 43 loci reported in the WGHS study compared to GOLDN NMR-spectroscopy phenotypes do match exact or they had a relatively close distance with our findings. They may point to clusters of genes that effect lipid metabolism.
NMR lipoprotein measurements identified more associations than those with classical lipid measurements alone. The fact that 18 % of significant variants for NMR-lipoprotein particles can be found significant simultaneously with classical lipids in the GOLDN study is encouraging. Of the overlapped significant findings between classical lipids and NMR particles, 4 SNPs for classic LDLC matched 1 to 1 and 2 SNPs in association with classic LDLC associated with 2 NMR particles (a ratio of 4/2); for HDL 4 SNPs matched 1 on 1 and 3 SNPs from 1 to 2 (a ratio of Table 1 point to results corresponding to the following times, visit 2 blood draw 1, v2d2, v2d3, v4d1, v4d2, and v4d3. A yellow color at the gene name column annotates findings that overlap as significant proxy genes between NMR-single traits and classical lipids; purple background annotates significant findings after FF and most of the time also after PPL; tan background color annotates mainly baseline discoveries; red color letters annotate mainly NMR-single traits and classical lipids gene discoveries that concord between the two groups in time Lipids (2013) 48:155-165 163 4/3); for TAG 3 SNPs matched 1 on 1 from classic to NMR VLDL particles and 6 SNPs from 1 to 2 (a ratio 3/6). This indicates that NMR particles delivered additional information about associations of a particular variant than classical lipid measurements. In addition, the remaining 75 % were only NMR-single traits discoveries and 7 % were significant only with classical lipid traits. Sixteen percent of unique significant associations based on NMRparticles matched for the time of discovery with classical lipids (shown with red letters in Table 1 ). It is encouraging that several findings related with genes known as contributors to lipid metabolism and downstream to T2D and CVD outcomes (Supplemental Table 21 ). Furthermore, by searching the GeneGO database of the top 50 GO processes captured by the list of 21 overlapping genes (between NMR-traits and classical lipids), 35 processes were related to lipids (Supplemental Table 22 ). This study also has limitations. NMR-spectroscopy nondestructively determines a substance's composition and as a technique has been improving its accuracy. However, our factor analyses capturing up to 12 % of variation of 16 NMR-variables, may point out that these NMR measurements are more variable (containing more unexplained variability) than classical lipid measurements. Moreover, although we were expecting IDL and CHYL variables to have produced new and important information, these particles were less informative compared to NMR-LDL, HDL and VLDL association results. This also may point to a weakness of NMR technology. The other weakness of our study is the fact, that although GOLDN Study represents one of the largest for studying FF effects and PPL challenge in humans, its sample size for association tests is relatively small when considering that some of the results reported in the tables and figures are with MAF less than 5 %, which may limit its generalizability, unless replicated. It was positive that our study showed, that discerning atherogenic particles is of interest and a data-driven systems biology approach to biomedical research, necessitates the study of NMR metabolites, for which at present there is a great need for more affordable assays costs [38] . The GOLDN study is preparing for a metabolomics expansion and exome sequencing-level data, which will improve further our understanding of PPL and FF effects and lipid metabolism and help in clarifying the potential value of the most important genetic findings. Follow up at the molecular, physiological, biochemical and model organism levels especially in understanding functions of the important variants/genes in lipid metabolism is required.
